
 

#1 Best Short Animated Film The film begins with a man and woman watching trees grow in the background. The tree, which is
an autumn tree, has red and orange leaves for fall. A caterpillar dances along the branches of the tree and eventually we hear
"Hello" in Spanish by a weird voice/sound effect. It is followed by more voices in different languages saying "Hello" over and
over again until it becomes annoying. The song continues to play until we hear a woman's voice say "And now I will show you
my new dance..." before the music starts to play again. The caterpillar hops through the air towards the woman, who appears to
have long hair. She dances with an ethereal glow to a song that resembles "Angela". The film then shows a sequence of dreams
of the woman, who is dancing into an ocean and is holding a large shrimp with two children in her arms and looking with love at
them. The music in this part is very similar to the beginning of "Angela" and it goes with her dream sequence. A man comes
into the room without his shirt on and begins to dance around happily while wearing only eye makeup and underwear. The
woman is sitting in the corner of the room mending a coat while watching him and smiling. The man continues to dance and
sings with joy until he accidentally gets his wig caught in a fan and is blown away. The film then cuts to an image of a telescope
looking out into space. Various objects float past on the right side of the screen such as planets, meteors, an asteroid and
eventually a sun. The telescope then zooms in on Earth until it focuses on India, where we see six men walking with walking
sticks wearing traditional Indian clothing and colorful turbans on their heads (similar to Rajasthan), while three elephants follow
behind them. A spinning globe is then seen, with India in the center. The camera zooms into the country and shows various shots
of India including a bridge, a man riding a horse on top of a rocky mountain. We then see an elephant go onto the bridge and
walk across it. The camera cuts to an image of white people sitting at cubicles in an office under florescent lights working away
at their desks while two Indian men are watching TV set in between them. The image changes to show five pugs sitting atop Mt.
Fuji wearing kimonos dancing to the music of "Angela". We cut to an image of two men sitting at a bar wearing cowboy hats
facing each other. One of them fixates on a small, short man sitting in the corner of the bar and stares at him with morbid
fascination. The other man laughs and says "Hey Buddy, grab your hat and let's go." The short man gets up after he hears the
cowboy say this and leaves the bar. It then cuts to another image of two women sitting together on a beach eating burgers eating
burgers while holding burgers that are shaped into their hands. We cut to an image of an elephant sitting at a desk with its legs
spread apart as it sits with its back arched. The camera zooms back to show an elephant driving down an empty road in India
while driving down empty streets in Japan wearing glasses along with his tuxedoedo.
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